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Abstract
Pattern formation in nonlinear optical cavities when an advectionlike term is
present is analyzed This term breaks the space inversion symmetry causing the
existence of a regime of convective instabilities where noisesustained structures can
be found and changing the pattern orientation and the selected wavevector The
concepts of convective and absolute instability noisesustained structures and the
selection mechanisms in two dimensions are discussed in the case of the optical para
metric oscillators and a Kerr resonators In the latter case in which hexagons are the
selected structure we predict and observe that stripes are the most unstable struc
tures in the initial linear transient In the nonlinear regime of the absolute instability
these stripes destabilize and hexagons form Their orientation is dictated by that of
the transient stripes and therefore by the advection term In the convective regime
we predict and observe disordered noisesustained hexagons preceded in space by
noise sustained stripes
 
  Introduction
Spontaneous pattern formation has been predicted and observed in many dierent nonlinear
optical systems such as cavities lled with nonlinear Kerr media

 Kerr slices in single mirror
feedback conguration
 
and optical parametric oscillators
 
 A large variety of patterns
has been observed in systems with two transverse dimensions including stripes squares
hexagons and honeycombs
A useful general approach to study pattern formation is to consider which are the symme
tries of the system that are broken or relevant in the process To begin with in systems
which are intrinsically translationally simmetric pattern formation implies the spontaneous
breaking of the continuous space translation symmetry In addition a transverse optical
pattern is formed with an orientation that breaks the rotational symmetry of the system in
the transverse plane The type of pattern selected is largely dictated by symmetry proper
ties of the nonlinearities involved

 Then the existence of symmetries intrinsically broken is
expected to have a strong inuence in the process of pattern formation In this paper we will
consider the eect of breaking the space inversion symmetry ie  r    r This situation
can occur in optics although it has not yet been fully investigated Breaking this symmetry
in a two transverse dimension 	D
 optical system is associated with an advectionlike term
of the type v
y
hereafter the advection is taken to occur along the yaxis for simplicity
 in
the governing equation of the system
Here we will consider the simple case of resonators lled with media whose nonlinear sus
ceptibility is purely imaginary In particular two cases will be presented purely quadratic
ie the optical parametric oscillators OPOs
 and purely cubic Kerr
 media Parameter
	
conditions will be chosen such that stripes are the selected pattern in the OPO and hexagons
in the Kerr cavity In the OPOs the space inversion symmetry is broken by the crystal bire
fringence In fact in such media the phenomenon of double refraction takes place ie the
rst harmonic FH
 signal generated in the cavity spatially walks o the second harmonic
SH
 pump beam For Kerr resonators a similar eect drifting patterns
 arises as soon as
the input pump beam is not perfectly aligned with the cavity axis Both eects are modelled
in the governing equations by an advectionlike term where v depends on the walko or
drift angles

We will show that the consequences of the presence of the advectionlike term are the fol
lowing a
 the instability turns to be convective and not absolute in a certain region of the
parameter space b
 in the absolutely unstable regime the selected wavevector of the pattern
depends on v in addition rotational symmetry in the transverse plane is not spontaneously
broken but rather a preferred orientation exists c
 in the convectively unstable regime pat
terns exist but they are sustained by noise
In the 	D OPOs these eects due to the walko have been theoretically studied in
references
 	
 In the  D Kerr resonator drifting patterns were theoretically studied


and
experimentally observed

 the existence of convective instabilities and noisesustained struc
tures was also recently pointed out

 However a study of the consequences on pattern
formation in a 	D transverse Kerr cavity had not been yet presented
The paper is organized as follows In the next section we will briey review what changes
are expected in systems presenting an advection term In particular we will refer to the spe
cic case of the OPO The aim of this section is to provide a common general background
of the physical concepts which lie behind the phenomena studied In section  guided by

the previous analysis we will present the study of the 	D Kerr resonator which shows new
interesting features peculiar of the fact that hexagons are the selected structure This case
may also be particularly interesting in relation with recent experimental results in systems
which bear strong similarity with a Kerr resonator

 We will show how the dynamics of
hexagon selection is aected by the advectionlike term We will devote the nal section to
the discussion of noisesustained structures in the convective regime of a 	D Kerr resonator
 Eect of advection on D stripe pattern selection the OPO
This section is dedicated to analyze the eects of an advectionlike term on a twodimensional
optical pattern forming system in which stripes are the selected structure As an example
we will refer to the case of the degenerate type I OPO
 	

A rst consequence of the presence of advection in a physical system is the change of the
nature of the instability in a certain region of the parameter space Usually without ad
vection a steadystate is said to be stable or unstable if an initial perturbation decays or
grows with time Advection splits the instability domain into two the convectively and the
absolutely unstable regimes A steadystate is convectively unstable if a perturbation grows
with time but the speed of advection overwhelms the spreading velocity of the perturbation
Therefore any initial perturbation eventually leaves the system
The instability sets up for a value of the control parameter pump amplitude
 that can be
calculated as if v   If v   this instability is convective up to a value of the control
parameter whose calculation is sketched below the details can be found elsewhere
  


However before giving the guidelines of this calculation it is worth to note that the dis
tinction between convective and absolute instabilities is unambiguous only if there exists

a xed preferential reference frame and the ow is open ie no reection or feedback
exist along the direction of the advection These conditions are easily achieved in nonlinear
optical resonators because the advectionlike term drift or walko
 acts in the plane or
thogonal to the cavity axis and the pump beam has a nite size in that plane Hence the
xed reference frame is that of the pump beam and the ow is open because any eld decays
outside the pumping region We stress the fact that the advectionlike term is transversal in
order to distinguish it from the longitudinal advection term which is more commonly known
in optics In the latter case for beam propagation problems one nds that the instabilities
are always convective and never absolute In resonators the longitudinal instability becomes
absolute due to the reecting boundary conditions
Lets consider the specic example of the OPO in which the equations describing the time
evolution of the SH and FH elds A
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where x y are the transversal spatial dimensions t the time 
 
the cavity decay rates 
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the cavity detunings a
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the diraction coecients v the walko coecient E
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 the
input SH pump and K

the nonlinear coecient The relevant parameters for our discussion
are the signal detuning 

 the pump amplitude E

and the advection velocity v In order
to discriminate the nature of the instability one needs to evaluate the linearized evolution
of a perturbation  of the steadystate A
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k using the formal substitution i q  
 
k
Mathematically the extension to the complex space allows us to evaluate 
 easily by
means of a saddle point analysis Physically the real part of
 
k which is not present in
the usual analysis where  q is real takes into account the existence of fronts of the type
expRe
 
k
  x
 which separate the unstable state and the stable pattern The speed of this
front with respect to the group velocity v determines if perturbations invade or leave the
system ie the convective or absolute nature of the instability The linearized eigenvalue
of largest real part for complex wavevectors for the OPO reads

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The threshold of the absolutely unstable regime is then found by determining F such that
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In particular the threshold of the absolutely unstable regime is always larger than for the
case v   For the OPO the maximum increase in the value of the threshold is reached
for



 
The rst of equations 
 applied to 
 yields that k
x
  This condition implies that

the space inversion symmetry breaking favours the formation of stripes orthogonal to the
direction of v The modulus of the selected wavevector Q
y
depends on the advection speed
too The calculation to determine Q
y
is formally the same as the case of front propagation
into an unstable state

 In optical cavities with an advection eect the front which separates
the stable and the unstable region is xed it corresponds to the pump beam edge
 and the
eld is moving with respect to it due to the advection
 By imposing the conservation of
the ux of the eld nodes from the linearly unstable regime to the stable state we have
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This formula is in very good agreement with numerical solutions
	

In the convective regime only a continuously applied excitation noise
 can lead to the obser
vation of patterns These noisesustained structures bear very peculiar features that allow
to distinguish them from the dynamicssustained structures observed above the absolute
instability threshold
  

 Mainly a
 in the near eld noisesustained structures are not
present in all the system but rather in the part closest to the edge of the outgoing ow
b
 in the far eld spots are broader with respect to the absolutely unstable case c
 a time
spectral analysis of eld oscillations can quantitatively determine the nature of the pattern
dynamics or noisesustained
 and the threshold of the transition from one to the other
 Eect of advection on D hexagonal pattern selection Kerr cavities
In this section 	D pattern formation in a Kerr cavity is considered The equation which
models this system is the following
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where  represents the cavity detuning 	 gives the sign of the Kerr nonlinearity   for
selffocusing   for selfdefocusing in the following 	   
 E

the pump amplitude and v
depends on the angle of incidence of the pump into the cavity If we linearize this equation
around the uniform steadystate A
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where F  jA

j

and where we are considering complex wavevectors
 
k as in the previous
section
From equations 
 and 
 we can nd the absolute instability threshold It is interesting
to note that equation 
 gives again k
x
  therefore the threshold corresponds to that
calculated for a  D Kerr cavity

 Note that in twodimension the linear analysis is valid
in the limit of small detunings In fact in two dimensions the hexagons are subcritical and
this implies that nonlinear front propagation should be considered and hence the threshold
of the absolute instability can slightly diers from that determined by a linear analysis
However for small detunings the subcriticality is weak and the linear analysis is still a
good approximation as we tested in our numerical simulations Moreover we want to show
that in the limit of validity of the linear approximation a very reliable and simple formula
to determine the threshold can be furnished In fact if we Taylor expand the eigenvalue
 close to the most unstable mode say  q
m
y

 and truncate the expansion at the second
order we nd that the integral 
 can be solved analytically The condition for the absolute
instability is then given by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In gure   we present the approximated and exact solutions the agreement is very good for
dierent values of v and dierent detunings  
   Therefore for a practical calculation of
the absolute instability threshold equation  	
 is very useful
Let us now consider the inuence of the drift term on the pattern selection process The
condition k
x
  means that also in this case the modes which spread faster are stripes
orthogonal to the advection direction In OPOs the nonlinearity eventually selects stripes
therefore the absolutely unstable modes which spread faster will grow ie horizontal stripes
appear and invade all the system

 In Kerr media another mechanism comes into play
ie the nonlinearity favours the formation of triads of wavevectors and thus of hexagonal
structures Numerical solutions of eq 
 with dierent initial random conditions pump
amplitudes in particular we used superGaussian beams whose largest amplitude is above
the absolute instability threshold
 indicate that in the initial transient a stripe pattern
appears The stripes are oriented orthogonally to the advection direction as indicated by
the analysis We show this transient state in gure 	 Figure 	b clearly shows that in the
far eld the fastest growing modes of the ring are those for which k
x
  However as soon
as the pattern reaches larger amplitudes the nonlinear terms come up so that the stripes
become unstable and hexagons are formed In gure  we show the beginning of this process

Due to the fact that the most rapidly spreading modes at the initial stage satisfy k
x
 
the hexagons are preferentially oriented as in gure 
Slightly inclined congurations were also obtained especially in smaller systems This stems
from the fact that the transient stripes bend close to the boundary of the pumping region
If the initial conditions are such that the hexagons develop rst on the bended part of the
stripes then the nal structure will be slightly tilted with respect to the most favourable
conguration shown in gure a An example of slightly tilted orientation is shown in
gures  which can be compared with gures a and a Once formed the structure does
not apparently change its orientation for times attainable by numerical integrations a few
thousands units
 as shown in gure b This is probably due to the strong forcing of the
hexagonal lattice a new bright spot of the structure which is formed at the pump edge
of the incoming ow the bottom in our gures
 is strongly forced by the nonlinearity to
preserve the orientation of the existing lattice
 Noisesustained structures in D Kerr resonators
In the previous section we have dealt with the absolutely unstable regime in which patterns
are dynamicssustained Now we briey turn to the case of the convectively unstable regime
there patterns can be observed only if noise is present
A typical example of a noisesustained pattern in a Kerr cavity is shown in gure  The
noisesustained pattern can be easily distinguished from a dynamicssustained structure by
comparing gure  with gure  in the absolutely unstable regime
In the near eld the pattern does not occupy all the pumping region but rather it appears
at a certain position well inside it This is due to the fact that noise is amplied during
 
the advection and thus it needs some space to grow By observing other snapshots at
later times we noticed that the position at which the structure reaches a saturated value
is uctuating in time Noise intensity could be in principle characterized by measuring the
average and variance of the space delay uctuations Whatever small noise can be amplied
up to the macroscopic value of the pump eld if the system is large enough along the
direction of the advection It is also interesting to note that just before the formation of the
bright spots stripes orthogonal to the advection direction appear This conrms once more
the previous analysis which indicates that these modes are the most unstable When their
growth saturates nonlinearities lead to a noisy hexagonal pattern
The far eld shows peculiar features too Note that there is less evidence of an hexagonal
lattice as it appears in the absolutely unstable regime gure b
 This is due to the fact
that for that value of the pump amplitude some degree of disorder is usually observed also
in the absolute regime as shown in a In the convective regime this disorder is enhanced
because noise is exciting all possible orientations note the ring in gure b
 and the pattern
can be regenerated by noise with a dierent orientation
	 Conclusions
In conclusion we have analyzed the changes that occur in the transverse two dimensional
pattern formation in nonlinear optical cavities when an advectionlike eect is present which
breaks the space inversion symmetry of the system We considered two cases the optical
parametric oscillator when stripe structures are selected and the Kerr oscillator when
hexagons are preferred In both cases the advection induces the existence of a convec
tively unstable regime preceding the absolutely unstable one where no dynamicssustained
  
pattern can exist but rather noisesustained structures The absolute and convective insta
bility thresholds can be calculated by means of a linear stability analysis which includes the
advectionlike term This analysis requires the use of complex wavevectors and is formally
the same type of analysis of front propagation of stable into unstable states For the OPO
and the Kerr cavity all thresholds obtained agree with the ndings of the numerical solutions
of the governing equations A simplied approximated formula valid for small detunings is
also given for the absolute threshold of the Kerr case The analysis also gives quantitative
and qualitative informations about the change in the selected pattern In particular in
the OPO stripes are forced to be orthogonal to the advection direction and the pattern
wavelength increases by increasing the advection term For the Kerr cavity the analysis
also explains the orientation of the hexagons in the absolutely unstable regime The stripe
modes orthogonal to the advection are again the most rapidly spreading in the system and
the initial transitory conrm clearly this eect However when the nonlinearity comes into
play stripes destabilize and hexagons form In the convective regimes we show evidence of
the existence of noisesustained structures which for the Kerr resonators are highly disor
dered hexagons This is due to the fact that noise excites all possible orientations and the
newlygenerated pattern has no relation with the already formed pattern because advec
tion is overwhelming The disordered hexagons are spatially preceded by a region where
stripes can be observed in agreement with the analysis These structures might represent
a paradigmatic example of a macroscopic eect induced by microscopic noise which in this
context can be of quantum nature
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Figure Captions
Figure   The solid line represents the threshold of the absolute instability for the Kerr
cavity as determined by the approximated formula  	
 for     the asterisks represent
the numerically calculated exact solutions The dashed line and the diamonds represents
the same for   
 
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central spot represents the average superGaussian pump
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Figure  The same of gure 	 for t   
 
Figure  The same of gure 	 for t  	 In gure a
 the whole system is shown
 
Figure  a
 The near eld for t   	 the parameters are the same of gures 	 and
 but with dierent random initial conditions Dierently from gure a hexagons start to
form on stripes slightly bended because of boundary conditions The pattern at t  	 is
shown in gure b

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Figure  Near a
 and far b
 eld for t       v   E
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   	 the
other parameters are the same of gure 	 A Gaussian white noise as dened in reference

was applied its amplitude is  orders of magnitude smaller than that of the pump eld
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